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Nota Bene
			

- W. Groot

Apart but still together! We are on Day 13 of virtual learning. For many, it is difficult as there is loss. It must be acknowledged but we move forward in faith and not in fear. Pastor Dan McDonald of Grace Toronto reminds us that fear can be
overcome knowing that in the storms of life, Jesus is present. This was true when Jesus slept through the storm and the
disciples, experienced sailors among them, were afraid for their lives as they attempted to cross the Galilean Sea. More
importantly, in his timing, Jesus calmed the sea with a word.
We are not in control. But, we know to whom we must look: our Risen Lord. We are also given each other to support,
to pray, and to encourage. Learning continues to take place – many are working diligently to make it so – we move on
together, even when apart.

Project 20/20							

- L. Fernhout, Campaign Fundraising Manager

During this time, we, at TDChristian continue to make connections with our community. Over the last few weeks, calls
have been made to parents/guardians and families. This week we are contacting Grandparents to connect with them and
to gather ideas as to they might be able to enjoy Grandparents Day virtually.
It is essential for the TDChristian community to pull together during this time. While some students and families are managing well, there are others who are struggling in a variety of ways. A key way to help, for those who are able, is to make
a donation to our ‘Use Where Needed Fund’ that includes COVID-19 Contingency. This will allow us to allocate monies to
the area(s) of greatest need (e.g. tuition assistance, staffing, online tools, and Project 20/20) so that in the short-term, we
can continue to help students learn for service in the light of God’s Word. Donate at http://www.tdchristian.ca/giving.
The Project 20/20 construction site was officially closed on April 4 as per the Ontario government requirements. While
understandable and wise, it was disappointing as we had been practicing COVID-19 protocols for weeks and only had a
few workers on site.
Though there has been an understandable slow-down in fundraising for Project 20/20, we are thankful for that we have
raised a total of $3,222,850.
We move ahead in faith, knowing that God is faithful!

Reflections from a Stuck-at-Home but Active COVID-19 Teacher
As a staff, we meet at the beginning of every week for sharing, devotions, and announcements. Below find words from Mr.
Jerry Klompmaker, who will share more during Friday’s virtual assembly. Thanks, Mr. Klompmaker!
I don’t know how to pinpoint my exact feelings or emotional state. I think I float from moment to moment trying to be a new
person for this new reality.
I hope I am better after this, that I am open to the things God has placed before me. That I stop trying to put a square peg
in a round hole.
Jesus always speaks to me in his way of relating to people while on earth. He seemed to always be himself and
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knew how to be around people – he adapted and flowed with many different people in many situations. He lived and
died for them. He sacrificed what he had for us – he gave so we could receive, live, give, and have an example.
I have a long way to go on this road, but here are some reflections:
“In the rush to return to normal… use this time to consider which parts of normal are worth going back to.” (Dave Hollis) It’s a great question. It should be on our minds: what are the things we miss most and should celebrate; what are
the things we don’t miss and should consider revising?
This method of living and coping is not really in my Protestant Work-Ethic Playbook. Working in my upbringing was
worship, work equalled service and sacrifice, and defined your contributions to the planet. So being told to stay home
and avoid is strange, almost counter-reformational.
I hear of a lot of people feeling and expressing grief. In some ways that hasn’t set in because of how much adjusting
I’m doing. I am working and engaged, so I don’t have loads of time to sit around and feel loss, which is helpful. The
work we are doing is helpful now for us and the students; hopefully it provides service to parents without burdening
the household.
At first school from home really felt rigid – a little frightening, as if the rigidity/structure was like a spine keeping us
up and moving forward. That was true for me: the start of this endeavour was as good as it could have been, in my
opinion. Now I am looking for places where I can give students meaningful and powerful and fun activities.
There may come a point where this format stops working. Students may get tired, we may overwork them, we may
overwork ourselves. But I hope we can stay conscious of our needs and feelings as this develops. I hope we all
make healthy adjustments as we go. Cabin fever is a certainty; how we cope will be essential.
I look at the students’ Zoom faces carefully; are they ok? How do we gauge before we engage, how do we enfold
in the midst of Covid? How do you empower someone who can’t go anywhere? What do you empower them with?
These are some questions floating around in my brain.
I am toying with the idea of asking students to give me a grade – to grade me on the assignment, grade me on my
feedback, grade me on the week. It could be a percent, letter grade, or level, as long as they justify it. I can learn
from it, and maybe it would empower my students to give and receive feedback too, like a tennis match between
friends.
I am going to try and cover all the main bases in each of my courses, and then do activities that reinforce and enhance learning. Maybe now we should play to our strengths and our students’ strengths more than ever, and keep
talking to each other. Maybe our adaptation to this season will become something transformational. We may be building a vision that we carry into our new building.
My friends, in this uncertain time I am certain you are a huge part of what we need to be successful. I am sure your
teaching will have a positive impact on our students and community. Please continue to be you, and let’s grow
through this together.
To me the quote I shared about these uncertain times – reflecting on what we should keep and how we should
change – reminds me of a verse that was on my wall at home as a child, one that parents with anxiety and deep faith
would gravitate to: “Be still and know that I am God.” Psalm 46:10
In all this change may you find powerful moments of stillness – and may you rest in those moments and not reject
them. And may we grow in this to become who God wants us to be.

What’s Upcoming?
SHOW US YOUR JERSEYS! Next week Wednesday, April 22, is Jersey Day at home! Teachers, staff and students:
put away those pyjamas and wear your favourite sports team jersey (or a Leafs jersey) next Wednesday in your
Zoom classes. Then, take a selfie or have someone take a photo of you and submit it to this link for our Yearbook
page and for a future online assembly: https://www.dropbox.com/request/ldPx9rZuNpbO5JU323gT. No jersey? No
problem! Just photoshop one!
A decision about the Learning Dialogues which were scheduled for April 23 will be made and communicated, likely
in the next Fridge Door, April 29. In the meantime, please continue to connect with your child’s teachers via Edsby
(use messages and look on your child’s Edsby page).
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Grandparents Day will be done differently on Thursday, May 7. Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, we will
not be meeting onsite. However, we are planning a way to connect with grandparents on the morning of May 7
via YouTube or other means electronically or by phone. We will mail or email grandparents as we learn more.
Grandparents, please send your email address and/or phone number to marg@tdchristian.ca. See page 6 for
advertisement.
TDChristian Spring Membership Meeting: This meeting will be held via Zoom and is open to all parents,
guardians and members. It is scheduled for Thursday, May 14, 2020 at 7 p.m.
Grade 11 Service Trip: Tentative new dates are June 2, 3 and 4, though it seems unlikely at this time. We remain in
contact with our partners to determine ways in which we can provide support and “be among” as part of the Grade
11 English and Perspectives classes.

Praise & Petition

			

- E. Dengerink/M. Laswick

Please pray that our Grade 12 students may experience the Lord’s guidance and peace as they continue to plan for
their future. With COVID-19 and virtual learning, students are feeling more stressful and things are more uncertain
than in previous years.
Sarita Mejia-Gomez’s grandfather passed away suddenly while have cardio vascular surgery in Colombia. He was
all alone. This is a sad time for the family as they are so far away and funeral arrangements are made so much
more difficult with the COVID-19 pandemic. Please pray for comfort, peace and strength.
Many staff and families have family members in long term care homes. For example, Holland Christian Homes,
where many TDChristian families have relatives, has 22 residents and six staff members who have tested positive
for COVID-19. Please pray for health, safety, encouragement, and loving connections for those in the homes and for
families wishing they could visit their loved ones.
We are on Day 13 of Virtual Learning at TDChristian and it will, at least, continue to May 4. While there are silver
linings such as sleeping in a bit longer, no commute, and having lunch at home, there are new challenges every
day for students, teachers, and families. Many in-person connections that we desire and need to thrive are absent.
While we all need prayer and God’s hope and strength at this time, we especially pray for those who are having an
extremely difficult time making the adjustment. We think, too, of international students who are far away from their
families and are missing the day-to-day connections with fellow students who share their language and culture.
Please pray that students and teachers alike feel both enfolded and supported, and that all students and their
families can learn to adapt to this new way of having school.

School Culture									

- J. Dykxhoorn

We have been blessed by fantastic student devotions and contributions during our daily assemblies. I would
encourage you to check them out if you haven’t done so yet. The link to the assembly is found in Edsby or you can
find the entire Playlist on the TDChristian’s YouTube channel: TDCH Woodbridge. Today, Wednesday, we watched a
great video that Gr. 12 student, Aidan VanderKooi, produced that showed the 3D printing of a ventilator.
It is encouraging to see the faces of students who are able to continue to display the gifts that God has given them
on a daily basis. Our hope is for these daily assemblies to have more and more student-led content.
Students are also encouraged to Edsby message Mr. Dykxhoorn with other ideas they might have to stay connected
during our time of virtual learning. For example, every Thursday, the Bible study club, led by Grade 12 student,
Spencer King, meets at lunch. Clubs like Gaming or Track & Field may be starting up in the coming days/weeks.

Board Matters

							

- M. Janse

In the last Fridge Door, we introduced TDChristian Community Hubs, a way for parents and guardians to connect
together in local communities to support each other and the school. Ideas include car pooling, new family orientation, and/or opportunities for volunteer hours. Each region will be overseen by a Host Family acting as the main
contact to coordinate such events.
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Are you familiar with TDChristian’s procedures, interested in organizing and have a willingness to connect with
others? Being a Host Family provides a great way to bridge to TDChristian families and complete Parent/Guardian
Volunteer hours simultaneously.
Plan to attend the Spring Membership Meeting by Zoom on Thursday, May 14 at 7 p.m. to hear more details regarding “Hubs” and see where you can be a blessing.

Admissions

								

- P. Schuurman

I am thankful for the Easter message this past weekend and the reminder in our staff devotions that we live among
people who love and serve a risen Saviour. Our staff is committed to learning for service in light of God’s word, and,
now more that ever, we need to grow and live deeply in this Truth. TDChristian High School is a place that continues
to equip our students with a heart and mind to do their best in all subject areas from the sciences to the arts, and
everything in between. We press on, planning for 2020-21in the sure knowledge that God will bless this place of
learning.
As we prepare for next year, your help is greatly appreciated.
1. If you have a child planning to attend TDChristian for the first time in any grade next year and have not yet
registered him or her, please email me at schuurman@tdchristian.ca or complete the online application at www.
tdchristian.ca/studentadmissions. Please note that this is ONLY for new students to TDChristian. Families who
are re-enrolling current students will be sent information in May.
2. If you know someone who wants to be, should or could be a part of this Christ-centered community, please let
them know about TDChristian. Word of mouth is the best way to tell others about what TDChristian has to offer.
Send them to the website and have them connect with me so that I can connect with them!
Here are a few things you might highlight:
•
•
•

•

Our students continue to learn daily in virtual classes despite the recent pandemic.
We run annual, meaningful service trips
to Toronto and Central America.
Innovative programs such as
Grade 9 Science quarters, Grade
10 Environmental Block, Grade 11
Perspectives Block and Grade 12
Physics Block, Band, Choir and Improv
are offered.
We have a dynamite, committed,
Christian staff who are talented educators
and relate well to teenagers.

If you refer a family to us which did not have
their children attend a feeder school, you can
earn ten parent/guardian volunteer hours
when they enrol their child(ren) and start the school year.
You count on us. We count on you. Thank you for working together with us!

Falcon’s Perch								

- C. Hoving

Over the past week, we have had meetings and communications that have resulted in the unfortunate but expected
decision to cancel all spring sports in the York Region Athletic Assocation and the Ontario Christian Secondary
Schools Athletic Association, along with the OFSAA provincial championships.
We feel particularly bad and disappointed for our Grade 12 athletes who were excited to finish off their athletic
careers in one or more of badminton, track and field, soccer, and ultimate. There are many very talented and/or
committed athletes in this grade. We have been blessed by their contributions over their time at TDChristian. Later
this spring, we will recognize and honour many of them through awards that we present annually. Over the next few
publications we will highlight those awards.
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In this edition, we highlight the Sue McIver and Glenn Van Zeumeren Awards which are presented to a female (Sue
McIver) and male (Glenn Van Zeumeren) student who have consistently shown exceptional leadership qualities on
TDChristian sports teams, while maintaining at least a satisfactory effort in all courses. These students must have put
team play and fair play first, leading teammates by example.
Brayden Jackson and Carolyn Kooy were last year’s recipients.
Brayden is pictured with Sierra Van Zeumeren (‘15), daughter of Glenn Van Zeumeren (’85).
Carolyn is pictured with her father, Albert (‘90), who also taught at TDChristian and won the award in 1990.

Music Notes						

- K. Hayward

Band and Choir students are reminded to check in to these classes and complete the attendance tasks at the
scheduled times because attendance at Zoom classes is mandatory. Any absences must be cleared with Mr.
Hayward.
Choir classes occur on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday at 3:15 pm.
Concert band classes occur on Tuesday and Thursday at 8:15 am.
Email questions regarding the Music program to Mr. Hayward at hayward@tdchristian.ca.

Guidance Corner 							

- E. Dengerink

College and University Applicants:
Grade 12 students: Midterm marks will be sent to OUAC and OCAS by April 23 and should appear on the OUAC/
OCAS websites shortly thereafter. Students should be sure to check for accuracy, especially if they are taking courses outside of TDChristian. Students should check university or college portals for important information regarding
deadlines, residence applications, and scholarships.
The latest “Scholarship Report” is available on the Grade 12 Guidance website. Need help? Check with your guidance counsellor.
Enriched Support Program: Do not miss out on university. Carleton offers a unique way to qualify for degree admission while taking first year courses. It offers the opportunity to enrol in first-year university courses, to earn admission
to a degree and to strengthen your academic skills. Check Carleton.ca/esp for further information.
Many universities offer a summer transition program for students with disabilities, including guidance from a Program
Coordinator, academic support from a Learning Strategist and training in the use of assistive technology. Contact the
Student Support Centre at the each of your chosen universities for further information.
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Summer School information for local public and Catholic School Boards will be found on the TDChristian Splash!
Page later this week. TDChristian does not offer summer school. Some boards have postponed registration
until further notice but others are accepting new registrants. Online summer school is available through different
boards. Students can attend to recover a credit or to take a new course. It is wise to apply sooner rather than later.
Contact Mrs. Dengerink if you would like to register.
If you would like to earn a credit while studying abroad check blythsummers.ca/ or meiacademy.com/mei-international-academy-high-school-study-abroad-programs/summer-travel-programs-high-school/ or www.edutravelforcredit.com/ for more information.
Grade 11 Students: April and May are months when Mrs. Dengerink and Mrs. Van Schepen will connect with
grade 11 students via Edsby and/or Zoom to discuss future plans. Students should check their Edsby messages
on Thursday and respond to their guidance counsellor’s message to schedule a meeting. Parents or guardians who have questions or concerns should feel free to contact the Guidance Department. Please note that the
TDChristian Splash! Page has links to MyBlueprint, Future Directions and the Post-Secondary Decision-making
Process. These are all very helpful for research and planning.

Centre Stage

										

- R. Peters

The Improv Team is Beta-Testing a Zoom version of adLIBB this Friday! Technically we should be calling it adLIOZ, but it just doesn’t have the same ring to it. Our Beta Test will be for a limited audience. If all goes well, we will
be running performances at least once a week to entertain our quarantine audiences to which EVERYONE will be
invited including my parents in Chilliwack BC! We will provide details as soon as we have the green light; hopefully, by our next Fridge Door!

Library Shelf

							

- J. Knibbe

A recent addition to the TDChristian Library is the latest book by Mitch Albom entitled Finding Chika – a little girl,
an earthquake, and the making of a family. Kirkus Reviews says it best, “Unadorned, heartwarming…the takeaway
from this simple, moving memoir is that love has no boundaries and should not be hindered by ethnicity, religion,
education, or money. A highly expressive tender story about how ‘families are like pieces of art, they can be made
from many materials.’

TDChristian Archives

						

- J. Knibbe

Working on the TDChristian archives requires the wearing of “different hats”; sometimes as an organizer, sometimes as a researcher, and often, as a detective of sorts. In order to prepare for TDChristian’s upcoming 60th Anniversary in 2022-23, we are sending a letter to each of our valedictorians. Finding contact information, especially
from some of the the valedictorians in the earlier years, has involved quite a bit of detecting. Social media has
been a great help!
Tune in to The Fridge Door for more information on TDChristian’s 60th Anniversary celebration as the date approaches.
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